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INLET AT MACH NUMBERS OF 2.00, 2.50, AND 2.92* 
By Richard Scherrer and Warren E. Anderson 
SUMMARY 
The performance of a variable - internal- contraction inlet without 
boundary- layer removal has been measured at Mach numbers of 2 . 00 , 2 . 50 , 
and 2 . 92 . The total -pressure recovery at the design Mach number, 2 . 50 , 
was 0 .78 . At Mach numbers 2 .00 and 2 . 92 the maximum total-pressure ratios 
were 0 . 87 and 0 . 54 , respectivel y . I n general , the exit total-pressure 
ratio decreased with increasing exit f l ow unsteadiness, and attainment of 
steady exit static pressure appears to require a terminal- shock total -
pressure ratio near unity . 
INTRODUCTION 
Internal- contraction inlets having variable capture area and variable 
contraction can in principle , provide high pressure recovery with l ow drag 
for Mach numbers above about 2 . 00 and ranges of altitude . Although 
internal - contraction inlets can have low external drag because of the 
small external slopes that can be employed , they generally have had greater 
internal wetted area than external - compression inlets . Therefore , the 
boundary layer represents a l arger part of the flow at the terminal shock , 
and achievement of high pressure recovery is more dif ficult . Thus, the 
pressure - recovery problem in internal- contraction inlets appears to be 
one of minimizing internal boundary-layer growth and avoiding secondary 
flows . 
Although boundary- l ayer control is an obvious solution to the problem 
of minimizing boundary-layer growth, "it is not necessarily the only solu-
tion . It has not been included in the present investigation because the 
objective is to determine the improvements in internal performance that 
can be made by changes in the l ocal pressure gradients. With such knowl -
edge , further improvements should be possible with the minimum of boundary-
layer control. 
* Title, Unclassified. 
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I n supersonic diffusion there is a marked difference between the 
theoretical longi tudinal pressure distributions required for minimizing 
boundary- l ayer growth and those assoc i ated with efficient shock configu-
rations . Minimum boundary- l ayer growth is obtained by employing the least 
l ength of unseparated flow , a fact which dictates the use of high initial 
and gradually decreasing pressure gradients in the f l ow direction . In 
contrast , efficient shock configurations require exactly the opposite pres-
sure distributions , that is, l ow initial pressure gradients followed by 
steadil y increasing gradients . These conflicting requirements cannot be 
resolved j however , in the contraction just ahead of the throat, the region 
of highest pressure gradi ent in multishock inlets , gradient reductions can 
be achieved with little over- all increase in duct l ength . 
Numerous tests of internal- contraction inlets of several types have 
been reported (refs. 1, 2 , 3 , and 4) and the l evel of pressure recovery 
is gradually approachi ng that of external- compression inlets. The present 
experiments are intended to provide a bas i s for further improvements and 
are concerned with determining the effects on pressure recovery , f low uni -
formity , and steadiness of a series of changes in duct geometry . These 
changes include various i ni t i a l compression surface angl es, several cross -
section area gradients in the throat region, and two shapes of subsonic 
diffuser . All of the changes affect t he l ongitudinal static - pressure 
gradients in a rectangular i nlet . Some of the design features recommended 
in reference 4 a l so have been incorporated in the present inlet . These 
include corner fillets which grow to a circular exit of the subsonic dif -
fuser and small area gradients in the throat region . Since there is a 
l ack of information about the details of the throat f l ow in internal -
contraction inlets, the scope of the investigation included some study of 
the detail s of such f lows . 
Tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 2 . 00, 2. 50 , and 2 . 92 in the 
Ames 1 - by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnel No.2 . The Reynolds numbers 
based on inlet width were constant at each Mach number and were 3.24, 3 .11, 
and 2 . 98xl 06 at Mach numbers of 2 . 00 , 2 . 50 , and 2 . 92 , respectively . The 
angle of attack was 00 • 
SYMBOLS 
Physical Symbols 
A duct cross - section area , sq in . 
inlet area measured per pendicular to the duct center line at the 
f lap l eading edge , sq in . 
M Mach number 
-------,- -- - -
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p static pressure, lb/sQ in. 
Pt total pressure , l b/sQ in . 
R Reynolds number based on duct width 
r radius , in . 
x l ongitudinal distance from leading edge of side pl ate, in. 
y vertical distance from duct floor measured perpendicular to center 
l ine of the duct (see fig . 2 (b )) in the duct center plane, in . 
Y duct height (measured as for y), in . 
Y2 average throat height, minimum area/throat width, in. 
Z l ateral distance perpendicular to center line (see fig. 2(b )) 
Z duct width , in . 
Of flap angle , deg 
Subscripts 
00 free - stream conditions 
l inlet station l ocated at the side - wall leading edge 
2 minimum area station 
3 diffuser exit station 
min minimum 
max maximum 
Configuration Symbols 
60 t Ws wedge inser 
Ws 90 wedge insert 
Wl2 12
0 
wedge insert 
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WeE extended 90 wedge insert 
F6 60 fillet insert 
f2 2- inch-long flexure 
f5 5-inch-long flexure 
Ps 30 wall angle diffuser 
D5 50 wall angle diffuser 
APPARATUS 
Wind Tunnel 
The experiments were conducted in the Ames 1 - by 3- foot supersonic 
wind tunnel No . 2 . This wind tunnel is of the intermittent-operation , 
nonreturn , variable - pressure type and is equipped with a nozzle having 
f lexible top and bottom plates for varying the test Mach number . Tests 
were conducted at Mach numbers of 2 . 00 , 2 . 50 , and 2 . 92 at Reynolds num-
bers , based on inlet width, of 3 . 24xl06 , 3.11xl06 , and 2 . 98xl06 , respec -
tively . The model was mounted from a rigid support strut that spanned 
the wind tunnel downstream of the test section. 
Model 
A photograph of the model is shown i n f igure 1, and a drawing of the 
basic model showing several cross sections is shown in f igure 2 . The model 
has a rectangular entrance and has both adj ustabl e t hroat height and vari-
able forward flap angle . The cross - sectional shape di f fers f r om rectan-
gular in that the corners are f illeted and the fille t s increase in size in 
the f l ow direction . The fi l lets merge at the diffuser exit to form a 
nearly circular duct . The length of the inlet from the leading edge to 
the throat was selected for near - optimum three - shock pressure recovery at 
a Mach number of 2 . 5 with the duct floor parallel to the free-stream 
direction and with the throat height set at the 3- inch position . 
The nominal throat l ocation is at the 1 3 . 87- inch station and the 
bottom and sides of the duct each diverge at an angle of 10 from the 
center l ine at this stati on . This regi on of 10 divergence extends to the 
17 . 87-inch station where the subsonic diffuser is considered to begin . 
The original subsonic diffuser for a 3- inch throat height had an area 
ratio equivalent to that of a 60 conical diffuser of equal length . This 
diffuser design at the 2 . 5- inch throat height resulted in local wall 
• 
, 
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angles of nearly 60 in the vertical center plane of the inlet and angles 
of l ess than 30 on the side walls . The maximum local divergence angle 
was reduced, after initial tests , to 30 for the 2 . 5- inch throat height . 
As a result of the subsonic diffuser revision the circular duct exit was 
changed as shown in figure 2 . 
The series of wedge inserts for the supersonic flow region, which 
are listed under configuration symbols , were designed to provide additional 
compress i on waves , to cancel partially the bow shock from the movable flap , 
and to reduce t he rate of contraction in cross - section area between the 
crest of the insert and the throat . The fillet insert F6 has the same 
axial distribution of cross - section area as the 60 wedge insert and was 
included to illustrate the effect of three - dimensional shocks and less 
wetted area. The extended wedge insert, WsE ' was included to provide a 
more smooth cross - sectional area distribution in the throat region. The 
dimensions of the inserts are given in the drawings of figure 3. Sample 
longitudinal distributions of cross - section area are given in figure 4, 
and the typical insert position in the duct is shown in figure 5 . It 
should be noted in figure 4 that with the inserts in the duct the throat 
positi on and area vary with flap angle . In the discussion of the results , 
the We' Ws ' W12 , and Fe inserts will be mentioned collectively as short 
inserts while the WSE insert is menti oned as the extended or l ong insert . 
Two flexure pl ates were tested: one 2 inches long and the other 
5 inches long . The purpose of these f lexures was to determine the effect 
of two variations in rate of contraction in addition to the variations in 
rate of contraction provided by the inserts '. The structural details of 
this f lexure are shown in figure 5 , and typical throat area distributions 
are given in figure 4. The throat height with the short f l exure was 
adjustable in 1/2- inch increments between about 2. 5 and 4 inches. With 
the l ong flexure the throat heights without inserts were 2 . 26, 2 .76 , and 
3 .26 inches . Use of the 5- inch f lexure, relative to the 2 - inch flexure , 
allowed somewhat larger flap angles for a given contraction ratio and 
also caused larger changes in throat area and position with flap angle . 
Instrumentation 
The instrumentation in the model of the present investigation con-
sisted of the following items : 
1 . Exit total- and static -pressure rake (see fig . 2) 
2 . Static-pressure orifices along the center line of the duct wall 
3: Throat boundary- layer rakes, one on the duct floor with the tube 
tips at station 17 and another on the side wall at station 16 
l 
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4. Two stati c - pressure transducers , one on the side wall at 
station 17 and the other near the exit rake ( see fig . 2 (a )) 
5 · Angle - of -attack transducer, of the damped pendulum type , for 
indicating flap angle 
All of the pressures were recorded by photographing mercury-in - glass 
manometers . With thi s pressure-measurement apparatus the average total -
pressure ratio measurements are accurate to within ±0 . 005 Pt . Calibration 
00 
of the f l ap-angle transducer system indicated a maximum error of 0.10 at 
any angle . The static- pressure transducers were used to indicate the flow 
unsteadiness near the throat and at the rake stations and could have a 
maximum absolute error as great as 10 percent of the instantaneous static -
pressure fluctuation . Thi s was'not considered unreasonable because the 
primary purpose of the transducers was to indicate the presence of unsteady 
flow . 
All of the total - pressure ratios are presented as area average values 
except that shown to compare the subsonic diffusers. Because structural 
failure of the exit rake occurred during tests with the Ds diffuser , the 
total- pressure ratios presented from these tests are mass derived values 
( see ref . 5) . 
Total - and static -pressure measurements made with manometers do not 
indicate such important information as shock- wave motions or transient 
exit flow distortions because manomet ers have poor frequency response . 
Thus , it is essential that pressure instrumentat i on with adequate frequency 
response be employed in a ir-induction system tests , if all sources of pres -
sure l oss are to be indicated . I nsofar as the present experiments are 
concerned , the manometer pressure measurements are subject to unknown 
inaccuracies which are dependent upon the peak- to- peak amplitude and fre -
quency of occurrence of the static -pr essure oscill ations . For the minimum 
values of static -pressure unsteadiness, the errors in mean pressures are 
believed to be negligi bl e becau se the relative duration of the maximum 
amplitude disturbances was small . 
TESTS 
At each Mach number , tests were conducted with several duct configu-
rations for several t hroat heights, f l ap angles , and terminal shock posi -
tions . All configurations were tested at Mach number 2 . 50 . The tests a t 
Mach numbers 2 . 00 and 2 . 92 , however , were expl oratory in nature and did 
not include all configurations . The test procedure empl oyed was nearl y 
identical t o that discussed in reference 4 for a simil ar vari abl e inlet , 
the ma jor di fference being in the provis i on of an adjustable rather than 
remotel y controlled throat height . 
, 
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The test program was di video. into three parts: (1) a brief study 
of the subsonic diffusers , (2 ) tests of five inserts, and (3) tests of 
selected inserts with the long throat f l exure. It was found in the first 
tests that there was extensive separation in the D5 diffuser. This was 
probably due to the large l ocal wall angles resulting from the shape 
transi tion from the rectangular throat to the circular exit. The maximum 
wall angles were then reduced to 30 and the tests completed with this , 
D3 , configuration . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Total - Pressure Recovery and Contraction Ratio 
The test data for total-pressure recovery, Pt /Pt ' and contraction 
3 00 
ratiO , A1/Amin, have been presented together in figures 6 to 11 because 
the contraction ratio is an indication of the supersonic pressure recovery . 
This method of presentati on allows a Qualitative evaluation of the relative 
pressure losses in the supersonic and subsonic portions of the f low. The 
data are pl otted as functions of the average throat height, Y2' and the 
data points shown are only those for the maximum contraction ratio for 
each throat height . 
Subsonic diffuser , Moo = 2 . 50 (fig . 6). - The effect of changing the 
configuration from that having a maximum local diffuser wall angle of 
over 50 , D5f2' to one having a maximum angle of 30 , D~2' was t o increase 
the total- pressure recovery by 0 . 06 . Further increase resulted from 
adding the 60 wedge insert , W6 , the total increase in recovery being 0 .1 5 . 
The diffuser change resulted in some reduction in maximum contraction 
ratio . This indicates that it was possible for the downstream flow to 
affect the f l ow in the throat because the upstream duct contours were 
unchanged . 
Comparison of short inserts, Moo = 2.50 (fig. 7) .- The pressure 
recovery improved with decreasing throat heights for all inserts. This 
was due to the greater number of shocks that occurred because of the 
increased ratio of supersonic flow length to throat height. The various 
inserts provided different contraction ratios at best pressure recovery , 
and there was little difference in the best total-pressure ratios for the 
various inserts. Since contraction ratio is an indication of total -
pressure recovery up to the throat , it appears that the subsonic diffuser 
efficiency changed with the changes in inserts . 
Comparison of long and short f l exures , Moo = 2 . 50 (fig . 8).- The 
most marked effect of f lexure length was on the contraction ratios and 
pressure recovery of the 60 insert configurations . The pressure recovery 
of the 90 insert configuration was improved slightly but with a slight 
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decrease i n maximum contraction rati o . In general , it appears that the 
long f l exure provided marked improvements in pressure recovery for the 
poor est configurati ons and only slight improvements in the best configu-
rat i on . 
Effect of t he extended insert , ~ = 2 . 50 (fig . 9) .- The effect of 
the extended insert used wi th the l ong f l exure was to increase the pres -
sure recovery and contracti on slightly a t the greater throat heights . 
The short f l exure wi th t he l ong insert resulted in l ittl e change in con -
tracti on r a t i o ; however , marked reduction in total - pressure ratio occurred . 
The effect of removing the two f l m" survey rakes from the throat was an 
increase in pres sure ratio of 0 . 02 whi ch resulted in a maximum total-
pressure r a tio of 0 .78 . Although the increase in pressure ratio was only 
measured wi th t he extended i nsert in the l ong flexure configuration , it 
is not unl ikel y that a comparabl e improvement would have been measured 
for all other conf i gurat ions . 
Compari son of shor t inserts , Moo = 2 . 00 (fig . 1 0 ).- The effect of 
throat height on total-pr essure ratio at ~ = 2 . 00 i s opposite to that 
at 2 . 50 and t he effect on contra ct i on is markedly l e ss than at Moo = 2 . 50 . 
The pressure recovery was best for the 60 wedge insert at the higher 
throat heights , probabl y as a result of the low subsonic diffuser angle 
which was 00 to 1 0 when the throat was near the crest of the insert . The 
90 wedge insert provided the best contraction , but had a l arger subsonic 
diffuser angl e dmmstream of the crest of the insert . I t might be expected 
that the extended 90 insert , which was not tested at a Mach number of 2 . 00 , 
could have been superior to the 90 i nsert because the extension provided 
a smal ler subsonic diffuser angl e downstream of the crest of the insert . 
The long f l exure was not tested at a Mach number of 2 . 00 , but it is felt 
that the effect would have been small for the best configurations because 
the f l exure was in a subsonic floyl region with a small divergence angle 
at this Mach number . 
Comparison of i nserts and f l exures , ~ = 2 . 92 (fig . 11 ).- The largest 
contraction ratio was obtained with the 90 extended wedge insert , and the 
maximum pressure recovery was al so obtained with this configuration . It is 
apparent at this Mach number that the long flexure configuration was supe -
rior to the short one . The rapid improvement in pressure recovery with 
reducing throat height was due to the increasing ratio of supersonic f l ow 
length to throa t height and the resulting increase in the number of obli~ue 
shocks . Further improvement in pressure recovery is to be expected for an 
inlet having a greater ratio of supersonic flow length to throat height . 
Flow Unsteadi ness and Distortion 
Flow parameters .- Two parameters are used to describe the flow 
distortion at the diffuser exit . The distortion is described by 
.2G 
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representative val ues for both radial and circumferential distortion . 
Radial di stortion is the maxi mum d i fference in total pressure existing 
on anyone of the six radial arms of the exi t rakes , and this difference 
is divided by the area average total pressure to obtain a dimensionless 
parameter . Simil arl y , the circumferential distortion i s taken as the 
maximum difference in total pr essure occurring at the two- thirds radius 
on the six arms of the exit rake . This radial l ocation for measuring 
distortion was found to give a maximum value for the present tests . 
The f l ow unsteadiness parameter shown i n f i gures 12 to 16 is based 
on the difference between the maximum and minimum pressures as obtained 
from photographs of oscil loscope traces of the stat i c - pressure transducer 
outputs . I t wil .l be seen that the peak- to - peak pressure f luctuations 
were l arge for all configurations tested . For wave forms having occasional 
peaks , such as observed in the present investigation, the more commonly 
used mean val ues are small fractions of the peak- to -peak value . The choi ce 
of parameter in the present investigati on was made to emphasize the fact 
that occasio~al large ampl i tude disturbances occur in i nternal flow 
systems . 
Comparison of short inserts , Moo = 2 . 50 (fig. 12 ) . - In general, the 
radial distortions at the ~xit were greater than the circumferential 
distortions whi ch indicates l arge boundary- l ayer growth a l ong the duct . 
The inserts reduced both the radi al and ci rcumferential distortions and 
thus must have reduced boundary- l ayer growth . The higher pressure recov-
ery that occurred at small throat he i ghts was coincident with l owest mea s -
ured val ues of distortion and unsteadi ness. The l east uns t ea di ness for t he 
wedge inserts was from 10 to 20 percent of the exit tot al pressure , which 
is considered to be large , and l eads one to suspect that the distorti on 
patterns were al so t i me dependent . 
Comparison of long and short f l exures , Moo = 2.50 (fig . 13 ) . - Although, 
the long f l exure improved the pressure recovery (fig . 8), it is apparent 
in figure 1 3 that the long f l exure caused some i ncrease in exit distorti on 
and unsteadiness . However , the i ncr ease in distortion for the best 
pressure - recovery insert , Ws , was not l a r ge . As wil l be shown later , t he 
flow uniformity near the t hr oat was increased by the change from the 
D.jf2W 9 to the D3fSWS conf i gur at i on . 
Effect of the extended insert , Moo = 2 . 50 (f i g. 14). - The extended 90 
insert had littl e effect on exit di stortion r elative to the short 90 
insert , and flow unsteadiness wi th the extended insert conf i guration 
DsfsWsE was i ncreased somewhat at the maximum contraction (minimum Y2 ) 
from that shown in figure 13 for the D.jf2WS configuration . 
Compar i son of i nser ts a nd f l exures , Moo = 2 . 00 (fig . 15) . - The flow 
unsteadi ness and c i rcumferential distor t i on were reduced at Moo = 2 . 00 
rel ati ve to Moo = 2 . 50 ( see f ig . 12 ) ; however , t he r adial distortion 
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still indicated large boundary- layer growth . This was unexpected because 
it was fel t that the geometric asymmetry , which moved the throat forward 
with decreas i ng Mach number, would r esult in less boundary- l ayer growth 
and therefore l ess distortion . 
Comparison of inserts and flexures , Moo = 2 . 92 (fig . 16).- The con-
figurations that provided the best pressure recovery at Moo = 2 . 92 , 
DsfsWsE, also provided the best exit f l ow ; however , peak unsteadiness 
values as great as 30 percent of exit total pressure existed in this 
f l ow . 
Flow Distorti on at Station 17 , Moo 2 · 50 
Total - pressure profil es at s tation 17 for three configurations having 
the best pressure recovery at the exit are shown in figure 17 . Longitu -
dinal stati c - pressure distribut i ons for the same test conditions as the 
data of figure 17 are shown in f igure 18 to illustrate further the nature 
of the transonic f low . The profiles in f igure 17 indicate a thin side -
wall boundary l ayer and a thi ck boundary l ayer on the f l oor of the duct . 
I t should be noted that the relative l ocations of the outer end tubes in 
the total - pressure rakes as shown in figure 2 (b) allow plotting of the 
pressure measured at z/Z = 0 . 32 and y /Y - 0 .75 as well as at 
z/Z = (1 . 0 - 0 . 32 ) and y/Y - 0 .75 to provide a rough check on the uni -
formity of the f l ow . Dashed l ines are used to indicate the extens i on of 
each data curve from the vertical rake to the data point from the hori -
zontal rake . I t appears from figures 17 and 18 that for the configuration 
with the most constant wall static pressure upstream of the throat , 
DsfsWsE, the flow i s most unif orm . The flow is less uniform for the 
DsfsWs configuration , and still l ess uniform for the configuration having 
the most rapid contracti on to the throat , Dsf2WS . 
The tabulated values of total -pressure ratio in figure 17 indicate 
that the expected favorabl e effect of the gradually decreasing contrac -
tion rate ahead of the throat was not realized as an increase in exi t 
total- pr essure ratio relative to that with rapid contraction . This is 
believed to be related t o the somewhat greater exit flow unsteadiness of 
DsfsWsE that can be seen by comparison of the data for the Dsf2WS con-
figuration in f i gure 1 3 with that for DsfsWsE in figure 14 . Such a 
decrease in pressure recovery with increasing unsteadiness is also indi -
cated by the data of reference 6 and by an over-all correlation of the 
data of this investigation which i s presented in the next section . 
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Summary Data Correlations 
Tot al - pressure ratio and contraction ratio, (fig . 19).- All of the 
test data from the present investigation are plotted in figure 19, against 
the ratio of measured contraction ratio to isentropic contraction ratio, 
·co allow a comparison with one - dimensional f low theory. Two theoretical 
lines are shown in the figure , one for an adiabatic contraction to a throat 
Mach number of 1 . 0 and the other for adiabatic contraction to a throat Mach 
number of 1 .6 . The theoretical lines represent the t otal -pressure ratio up 
to the throat minus normal shock l oss and minus an estimated 4-percent 
total-pressure loss in the subsonic diffuser. Thus, the theoretical lines 
are <lualitatively comparable with the experimental data. 
The theory and the test data indicate an increase in total-pressure 
recovery with increasing contraction ratio. Although the data at the 
highest test Mach number agree with the general trend, the level of these 
data points is markedly below that of the theory. Two data points obtained 
at M = 2 . 50 also lie at a lower l evel of pressure recovery. These two 
data points were obtained with the configuration having the D5 subsonic 
diffuser . Since the theoretical recovery, at constant percent of isen-
tropic contraction , increases with increasing throat Mach number, M2, the 
l ow values of total pressure that were measured must be due to l osses in 
addition to that estimated for the normal shock and subsonic diffuser . 
The most obvious additional l oss is that due to shock-wave boundary- layer 
interaction at the terminal shock and the effect of the resultant f low on 
the subsonic diffuser efficiency . The fact that the change of diffuser 
f rom D5 to D3 , at M = 2 . 50 , reduces the l osses substantially at a nearly 
fixed contraction can be construed as indicating that the diffuser effi-
ciency is sensitive to l ocal divergence angle for the particular in-flow 
condi tions of the present e:rperiments . 
At a Mach number of 2 . 50 the test data lie along a line extending 
upward from the theoretical line for M2 = 1 . 6 toward that for M2 = 1.0 . 
This trend demonstrates that both theory and experiment demand throat Mach 
numbers near unity for the large percentages of isentropic contraction 
that are re<luired for high total- pressure ratios. 
At a Mach number of 2 .00 the throat Mach number was less than 1 .6j 
in fact , for the highest contraction it was calculated that the throat 
Mach number was less than 1 . 4 . The data for each configuration at Mach 
number 2 .00 do not have any consistent trend relative to the theoretical 
lines, and the differences between the flow in each configuration cannot 
be isolated . 
Total-pressure ratio and unsteadiness (fig. 20 ).- All of the exit 
flow unsteadiness data obtained in the present investigation are shown in 
figure 20 . The data have been plotted against total-pressure ratio to 
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determine if any correlation exists . It is apparent that there is an 
increase in unsteadiness with increasing Mach number and decreasing total-
pressure ratio . At each Mach number there is no cl ear trend in the varia-
tion of unsteadiness with total - pr essure rati o . 
Terminal - shock static -pres sure ratio (fig . 21 ). - Examination of the 
longitudinal static- pressure distributions showed that the terminal shock 
was particularly well defined when shock pressure rise was smallest . It 
was concluded that the shock oscillations for this condition must have 
been small and thus it would be reasonable to correl ate flow unsteadiness 
with shock pressure ratio . The correl ation is shown in figure 21 for 
those tests having well- defined terminal shocks . The data indicate a 
decrease in unsteadiness with decreasing terminal- shock pressure ratio , 
and it appears that to attain steady exit f l ow the terminal - shock pressure 
ratio must be near 1 .0 . 
CONCLUSIONS 
The r esults of the investigation support the following conclusions : 
1 . The peak total-pressure recovery at the exit is 0 . 87, 0 . 78 , and 
0 . 54 at Mach numbers of 2 . 00 , 2 . 50 , and 2 . 92 , re spectively . 
2 . The peak- t o- peak exit static -pressure unsteadiness at Mach number 
2 . 50 was from 10 to 1 5 percent of the exit total pressure for the configu-
rations having the best total-pressure recovery . 
3. Attainment of steady exit f l ow appears to re~uire a terminal -
shock total-pressure rat i o near unity . 
4. The effect on pressure recovery and steadines s of reducing rates 
of contraction in the f l ow directi on ahead of the throat was not cl early 
defined . 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field , Cal i f ., Mar . 24, 1 958 
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(2) The symbol * denotes the occurrence of 
buzz. 
Description 
Number Type of 
of boundary-Configuration 
oblique layer 
shocks control 
~l 2t~ 3+ None 
~ 3m 3+ None 
~JI I~ 3+ None 
~ 3m 3+ None 
-~-
- --
Free-
stream 
Mach 
number 
2 .0 
to 
2·9 
2.0 
to 
2·9 
2.0 
to 
2·9 
2.0 
to 
2·9 
Test parameters Test data Performance 
Angle Angle Maximum Reynolds of of Inlet- Discharge- Flow t otal- Mass-flow 
number attack, yaw, Drag flow flow picture pressure ratio 
X 10-6 profile profile deg deg recovery 
0 .85 at 
Throat M = 2.00 3 0 0 No profile Yes No 1. 0 0.78 at 
M = 2.50 
0.85 at 
M = 2 . 00 
3 0 0 No 
Throat Yes No 1. 0 profile 0.78 at 
M = 2.50 
0.85 at 
Throat M = 2.00 
3 0 0 No profile Yes No 1.0 0.78 at 
M = 2 · 50 
0.85 at 
Throat M = 2 .00 
3 0 0 No profile Yes No 1.0 0.78 at 
M = 2 · 50 
~ 
-
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